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Criteria for Selecting Toxicological Profiles for Development

Background
'The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980

(CERCLA), Section 100(i) [42 U.S.C. 9604(i)), as amended by the Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act [Pub. L. 99499], dire<:ts the AdminiSl!lltor of the Agency for Toxic
Substances and Disease Regi stry (ATS DR) and the Administrator o f the Environmeutal
ProI:cction AgellCy (EPA) to prepare a list of lIa7.ardous substances most commonl y found al
facilities on the Nat ional Priority US{ (NFL) and which, in their sole discretion, are detennined
to pose the most significant potential threat to human heaJth.

ATSDR is then to prepare

toxicological profiles o n these substances and assure the initiation of a research program to fill
idcntir>ed data needs associated with the substances.

Toxicological profIles are prepared for hazardous substances chosen based on the listing
activities of the Quali ty Assul1lJlCC Branch (QAB).

These profiles provide an examination,

summary , and inlerprclation of available tox icolog ical and epidemiological studies on hazardous
substances in order to asceruin the levels of significant human exposure to a give n substance
and the associated health effects. Infonnalion on toxicokioetics. biomarkers of exposure, effect,
and susceptibility, interactions with othe r cncmicals, environmental fate, levels in environmental
media and biological tissues and fluids, physical and chemical properties, analytical methods,
infoonation regarding production, import, export , use, and disposal, and other subj ects are also
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discussed in these documents.

Additional tOlucological tests which may be needed to enhance

the current knowledge of human llealth risk from exposu re to ha:r..ardous substaoces are identified
as "data needs' in tile profiles.

11Jese · data needs · an: prioritized by the Research

Implementation Branch (RIB) 10 create ·priority data needs·. The ncw informalion provided
th rough this activity is funneled back into the profile development process 10 fill in Ille gaps of
koowledge.

The intended audiences for llie tox.icological profiles are the general public, environmental and
health professionals in the private and public sector, and interested private organizalions and
grou ps.

Overm...
In addition to preparing new profiles on hazardous substances, and as directed by CERCLA,
section 100(i)(3), ATSDR rev iews tile published profiles no less often than once every Ihree
years 10 deteml ine if revision and re·publieation (u pdating) are warranted. The overall goal in
updating lhe profiles is to enhance the risk assessment process 10 the greatest possible ex.tent.
To reach this goal. ATSDR has developed criteria for evaluating which profiles wou ld benefit
most from being updated.

ATSDR considers certain factors imponant in making the

determinat ion regarding which new subslances will be profiled and which profiles will be
updated. These factors include:
I) F requency of occurrence at NP L sites;
2) Toxicity;
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3) PQ(enlial for human exposure;
4) 1be avai lability of new infonnadofl.

TIle strengt h of each of tllese factors will be evaluated as described in tile followi ng sections.

The general procedure used will be to assign .scores to each of the ractors listed above to derive
a 'profile need score", which is used to Jist substances in order of priority for profile
development.

The updating or prevklusly released profiles cannot be acoornplished without considering the
development of profiles on substances which have not yet been profIled. A detennination must
be made as to tile relative benefits of updating a profile or developing a profIle on a new

substance. Therefore, new substances will also be scored and ranked along with the

u~

candidates in order of priority for profIle development.

ATSDR wishes to be responsive to public tlealth nced5 as they arise. 1berefore, requestS from
tleahh agencies to develop profiles on specific substances of public 1M:alth concern will be
considered in making the final decision on the selection of prorlles for development. Examples
of such situations would be where the profile need score of a substance may not be high, yet its
im pact on human health and on risk assessment are of COI"ICCm. In such eases, ATS DR may
develop a prorlle even if the general quantitative procedure outlined in this document would
ordinaril y exclude it from consideration.
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For C.tch update candidate, a reviewer will eumine the literature published since the releue of
that profile. Using the procedul"C$ described below, the reviewer will au ign C.tch substance an
"information score." In the cue of new substances, a default information score is assigned.

11Ie information score will be combined with the scores for frequency of occurrence, toxicity,

and porential for human exposure as derived previoosly by the QAB to derive the ATSDR
Priority List of Haz.atdoos Substances (ATSDR 1992). 11Ie new information score will be given
equal weight with C.tch of the other throe scores to calculate a 'profile need score" .

"The Profile Selection Com mittee will present to the Division Director a summary of all
substances evaluated, including the recommendation for each substance and tile rationale forC.tch
recomm endation.

A more com plete w:lCUssion of each of the factors: frequency of occurrence, toxicity, potential
for human exposure, and the availability of new information are discussed more completely
below.

Method for Seled.ing Toxicological Proriles for Development

Frcgwmcy of Q(',fJJm<nce. Toxicity. and PoIemjal for Hu man Exwsure
A notice of the availability of the Priority List of 275 Haz.atdoos Substance5 was published by
ATSDR on October 28, 1992 (57 FR 48801). This list is based on Ille most comprehensive
information cu rrently available anti is revi sed 00 an annual basis as additional infornlation is
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galhered. Substances arc ranked in orde r of priority based on the individual scores for their
frequency of occurrence al NPL siles, lO:licity , and poIential for human exposure, according to
the following algorithm:
TOTAL SCORE . NPL FREQUENCY' TOXlCI7Y • POTENTJAL FOR HUMAN EXPOSURE

The procedures used to prepare this list are available (ATSDR 1992). TIle score and subsequent
rank of a substance reflects the po!ential of the substance to impact human health and is a
measure of the$e three fadors combined and weighted equally.

AvajlabjlilY of New Infonnaljoo
When a profile is published, areas of research which need funher explorntion are ll(I(ed in the
profile. The ATSOR Substance-Specific Applied Research Program then identifies wltich of
these "dala needs" arc "priority dau needs". With time, dala relevant to these areas is expected
to become available, either due to genel1ll development in the field, or as a direct consequence
of the ATSDR Substance-SpeciflC Applied Re5ean:h Progl1lfll . TIle availabi lity of new studies
that fill these defmal dau needs or in some other way contribute signifteantly 10 the
understanding of the toJtioology of the substance and increase the reliability of risk auessment
is a critical element in the decision of which profiles to update. Studies which are not expected
to contribute significantly to the risk assessment process arc not weighted as heavily as those
which are expected to impact the risk assessment process.

Studies arc grouped into three categories:

I} Studies providing heallh effect dala (including

both epidemiological and toxicological studies). 2) Studies providing information regarding the
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poIenlial for human expowre, and 3) Studies providing supplemenlal dau .

Numerical values are assigned to represent a judgement of the relative importance of information
in each catcgory. Scores for each category will be combined to obtain an "information score".
Th is will permit a comparison between profiles tliat is based on the significance of the
information ratller than lhe volume of literature.

In tile case of new substances. or substances wh.ich have not been profiled, the "information
score" is assi gned. lbe score assigned will be one (I) grealer than tile maximum score found
for all of tile update candidates. For example, if after a review of the litcrature for a givcn pool
of update candidatcs. the ltighest "information score" calculated is 21, then all new substances
being considered would receive an "information score" of 22.

This rationale givC$ greater

weighlto new substances, acknowkdging that developing a profile on l new substance will fill
l grealer void in the pool of information available to health useS$OTS than will updating a
profile.

SpecifIC descriptions of the pr0ce5S for u signing litef1l.ture scores 10 update candidates are
discussed below.

Ht.oflh Efft.ef Data
Epldt.miology: Human epidemiological studies can provide important informalion regarding lhe

relationship between health effects and ex posure to a hazardous subSWlCe. lbey can be an

,

imponant tool when alle mpling to identify and characterize tile health risks due to exposure to
a hazardous substance.

Despite inllerent study limitations, well conducted epidemiological

st udies are preferable over animal toxicolog ical studies. In general, epidemiologic studies are
given a higher priority than are toxicological studies on animals.

All new epidemiological studies which are located are evaluated for quality (The Chemical
Manufacturers Association's Epidemiology Task Group 1991). The quality of a study is Ihe first
consideration in detcnnining Ihe importance of tile new infonnation. While the meeting of all
of the guidelines for good epidemiology practice is ideal, it can be expected that most studies
will not meet every guideline.

Study limitations, however. may not always diminish the

contribution of a study in understanding tile adverse health effects resulting from human
exposure to a hazardous substance and the levels of significant exposure.

If the quality of a study is detennined to be adequate, it is evaluated using tlte Infonnation

Scoreshoet (see appendiJI A). Refer also to figure I. In general, epidemiological studies which
address "data needs' or ' priority data needs" are given greater weight in terms of scoring.
Studies which refute existing infonnation is also given greater weight, wltile studies which
confinn existing information, allhouglt useful for su pponing conclusions, are not weighted as
heavily.

ATSDR considers the Minimal Risk Levels (MRLs) to be important in risk assessment,
therefore, exira points are given to studies expected to impact MRL derivation.
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T(Uicoiogy:

11le health effects associated with levels of exposure to a substance are often

dctennined in toxicological studies where either humans o r animals were the subjects. Human
and animal toxicologiCill slUdies are useful for a thoroogh understanding of the health risk to
humans exposed 10 hazardous substances. In the ATSDR toxicolog ical profiles. toxicological
st lldies are interpreted to detennine the significa nt risk associated with expoSliteS. Clearly, it
is essential to consider the strengths and limitations o f the studies being evaluated . QlIality
toxicological studies are IK'Vssary for health profe.s5ionals to make sound judgemenu on the
public health implications of exposures to haurdous substances. 11lerefore, the study Quality
should he the fin! consideration in detennining the importance of new inronnation for
ullderstanding human health risk (NRC 19&4). Studies which meet the optimal Quality guidelines
wOlild be most useful; however, as with the epidemiological studies, nOI aU studies will meet
these standards.

ATSDR may dctennine that the limitations of a study do not ex(:(:Q:\ its

importance for better IIndcrstanding the potential risk to humans.

If the Quality of a study is considered to be adequate. the study is evaluated IIsing the

Infonnation Scoresheet ($CC appendix A). Refer also to figure 2.

Studies with animals are more frequently available; howcver, evidence on the health effects from
human exposuTCS is preferred and is given greater weight.

In general, srudies that address "(\ata needs" or "priority data needs" are scored highest. Studies
whic h refute previous conclusions are also scored highly, as are studies that add other types of
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Figure 1. Decision Tree for Evaluating Epidemiological Studies
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Figure 2. Decision Tree for Evaluating Toxicological Studies
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new infonnation likely to impact risk assessment. Studies which confinn existing data or conlain
data less likely to impact risk assessmenl are given less weight and consequently, lower soores.

Human studies are weighted more heavily than are animal srudies. Toxicological srudies which
use routes other than inhalation. oral, or dennal exposure are assigned minimal importance for
evaluating the relevance to human health. Though considered in the procedure, these routes are
of limited importance because inhalation. oral, or dennal routes of exposures are the most
relevant to hu man exposure to substances at hazardous waste sites.

As with epidemiological studies, additional points are given to studies expected to impact MRL
derivation.

Po/ennui/or HUJII(JJI Exposure
The potential for human exposure to hazardous substances in the environmenl is an important
consideration in evaluating the risk a substance poses tu human health. Therefore. this type of
infonnation is considered in tile update process. However, this category is not given as high
a priority as are health effect data from epidemiological and toxicological studies. Several areas
of infonnalion (subcategories) are helpful in making Ihe detennination for the potential for
human exposure.

These areas include, but are not limited to, environmental and biological

monitoring infonnation,

to~jookinctics,

environmental fate, chemical release information,

bioavailability, bioaccumulation, and chemical and physical properties.
As always, the quality of a given study is of paramount importance in detennining whd:her it
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would add to the reliability of risk assessment. If the quality of a study is adequate, it is scored
based on the criteria shown in the information scoresheet (see appendix A). Refer also to table
I. In general, greater weight is given to infonnat ion which add resses a "data need" or "priority
data need".

1lle toxicokinetics of a substance, including its absorption, distribution, metabolism, and

excretion can significantly affect health effects caused by that substance.

Therefore,

toxicokinetic studies can enhance tlte risk assessment process.

Human exposure data (levcls of hazardous substances or metabolites in biological tissues or in
the environment) from appropriately selected populations or sites are of value for evaluating the
public health implications because they provide a direct measurement of human exposure to
hazardous substances. ATS DR focuses on detennining the impact of hazardous substances III
NPL sites on the surrounding human population.

Therefore, the data on NPL sites are

considered mOSt valuable. Data on the general population is also rated highly. Ck:cupational
exposu re data also contributes to our understanding of pote ntial health effects in humans exposed
to hazardous substances. However, caution must be taken in interpreting occupational exposure
data because of confounding factors such as simultaneous exposure to other chem icals in the
workplace. In addition, workers are not representative of the general population which includes
chi ld ren, the elderly, and the infinn.

Infonnation on tile environmental fate of hazardous substances (panitioning between various
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environmental ntedia, lranspon, tr.lJ1sformalion, or activation) contributes to our understanding
of the persistence of these substances in the environment and how the potential for human
exposure may be altered by these processes,

New information on chemical and physical

propenies could also be helpful in estimating the environmental fate of a substance,

Data on bioavailability (the absorption of h.azardoos substances from contaminated air, wate r,
soil, or plant material), and bioaccumulation (the bioconcentration and/or biomagnification in
plants. aquatic organisms or animals) are useful for identifying relevant exposure pathways for
humans.

In the absence of monitoring information, chemical release information (production, impon ,
expon, use, and disposal) may be used lU a surrogate for potential human exposure. TIle
potential for human exposure to a hazardous suhstance may be considerable if the substance is
produced in large quantities. widely used in the home or industry, or disposed of in the
environment,

Supplt~ntal

Data

Several other factors could also affect the risk assessment process and will be considered, 11Iese
may include new regulations. guidelines, or advisories, the availability of new o r improved
analytical methods, interactions with other chemicals. biomarkers of exposure, effect, and
susceptibility, mechanisms of action, and methods for reducing toxic effects,

Jl

The development of IICW regulations or advisories suggests that new evidence exists or that a re~
evaluation of ex isting evidence has occurred. The supporting litennure for such changes should
be retrieved and evaluated as described above.

Improved analytical methods provide a more accurate determinat ion of tile levels of hazardous
substances in the environment and in biological tissues.

In addition, they may be useful in

identify ing biomarkers for human exposure or hazardous substances in additional environmental
media. The new data should be included in the update of the profile if the method is considered
of good quality (precision, accuracy, and recovery) and is an improvement over existing methods
with regard to sensitivity and specific ity.

Information about other factors, such as interactions with other chemicals, biomarkers of
exposure, effect, and susceptibility, the mechanisms o f action, and methods for reducing tox ic
effects can directly affect the evaluation of public health risk. Hence, studies addressing these
areas will be considered.

Criteria in this category are scored according to the information

scoreshcet (see appendix A). Refer also to Table 2.

Scoring
For purposes of deriving the information score, each category (health effect, potential for human
exposure, and supplemental data) is assigned the score achieved by it 's highest scoring
subcategory. The information score is then derived by the addition of the three category scores.
The most current scores for frequency of occurrence at NPL siles, toxicity, and potential for
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human exposure as detennined by QAB will be combined with the infonnation score to obtain
a "profile nocd score" and rank substances in priority order for profile development.
fl.OFlU: NUD SCQU " N'L F/UQlJE.NCr •
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Oi lier Considerations
Input from the general public, environmental and health professionals in the private and public
secto r, and interested private organizations and groups is used to ensure tllat no critical
infonnation has been overlooked . ATSDR welcomes comments regarding both new and update
profiles. Data from stud ies not gellerally available to ATSDR tbrough the published literature
are essential to the prome development process.

Individuals and groups are encou raged to

prov ide ATSDR with these studies.

In addition, tile availability of studies describing alternative approaches to estimating risk, .such
as

Quantitative

Structure

Activity

Relationships

(QSAR)

or

Physiologically

Based

Phannacokinetic Modeling (PBPK) for a given substance will also be considered in the decision
o f wltich profiles to prepare and to update.
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